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August 6, 1968

Dc. Eduardo Raaoa
Junta de Energie Nuclear
Division de Medicine y Protection
Avenida Coaplutense
Madrid 3, Spain

Dear Eduardo:

I am terribly sorry to have gotten ao far behind in my correspondence.
A long trip to the West Coast, together with ay having taken on a 
number of other duties and problems with ay Bother have ae in a state 
of nearly constant fatigue. By some peculiar concurrence, we lost 
five men from the staff of our Medical Research Branch within a period 
of one month, and the situation with my mother has deteriorated 
remarkably. None of this, however, excuses ay delay in telling you 
that the book on Toledo arrived on ay birthday, July 18, and I have 
used what leisure I can aanage in reading it in detail. I have not 
yet loaned it to Mrs. Grimes, as I plan to do, because I want to go 
over it a third time before parting with it, even temporarily.
Dr. Perkinson came by one night and Instead of talking business 
proceeded to spend the evening reliving his visit to Toledo. We both 
agree that if we are fortunate enough to get to Spain again, we shall
.pend at lee.t . weekend In Toledo. BEST AVAILABLE COPY
Following your letter of July 9, I wrote a letter to our Mission to ^ 
the International Atomic Energy Agency concerning the symposium. His 
first response confirmed that a meeting would be in Cordoba, but a later 
letter said that the plan to meet in Cordoba had been dropped, and that 
the meeting would be held in late winter or early spring of 1969 in 
Vienna. Also, he said that it would probably be a panel rather than 
a symposium or conference. The panel is composed of a limited number 
of Invitees brought together to discuss a limited number of specific 
questions. Thus, as you say in your recent letter, it is good that 
you will not have to carry the burden of the meeting, but on the other 
hand, it would have been a onderful place to get to know.

I have talked to Wright Langham several times about your equipsient.
He expressed some concern that delicate electronic equipment should 
not be allowed to set in customs for any appreciable period.
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Dr. Eduardo Raaoa 2 August 6, 1966

Particularly in the case of the geraanlua crystal, It cannot he allowed 
to vara up. It has to be kept at liquid nitrogen teaperatures at all 
tlaes during ahlpaent, going through custoas, and aaseably for actual 
use. Apparently, such crystals are daaaged unless they are kept 
continuously at liquid nitrogen teaperature. I trust he hat. written 
you about possible ways of transporting the crystal and associated 
equlpaent froa Los Alaaos to Madrid. If It la necessary, I would be 
willing to act as an Intemedlate agent to recharge the liquid nitrogen 
bottle at Kennedy Airport and see that It gets on the right TWA plane 
for Barajas.

I aa delighted that you had a chance to aeet Professor Rabl. He Is 
truly our peripatetic Aabassador of Science, and he keeps on traveling 
even though he is well past retlreaent. I aa sure he appreciated your 
looking after hla.

I also received the clippings froa the London Sunday Express and the 
Huevo Dlarlo. I confess I aa having aore trouble translating the 
newspaper*style Spanish than that In the books which you have lent ae.
Do you have the saae trouble with our newspapers and atagacines like 
Time? There were two abort paragraphs In the Washington Post two weeks 
ago quoting Professor Otero to the effect that Palomares was not a 
problem and that the people were not In trouble of any kind. It was 
very welcome news, I assure you.

I note that this letter will not reach you until after you have returned 
from your vacation. It sounds like a wonderful trip, and I do wish I 
could be with you. It would be so much fun, but I wanted to write now 
to express my contrition at having allowed other things to get in my 
way.

Sincerely,

H. D. Bruner, M.D.
Assistant Director for 
Medical and Health Research 

Division of Biology and Medicine
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P.S. We are beginning to manufacture needles containing microgram 
amounts of Californium*252 preparatory to making needles with 
larger amounts sufficient for Interstitial therapy. Is radium 
for interstitial therapy used much In Spain?
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